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Abstract: Potassium (K) promoter and its loading contents were shown to have remarkable effects
on the Fe–O–Si interaction of precipitated Fe/Cu/K/SiO2 catalysts for low-temperature Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis (FTS). With the increase in K content from 2.3% (100 g Fe based) up to 7% in the
calcined precursors, Fe–O–Si interaction was weakened, as reflected by ATR/FTIR, H2-TPR and
XPS investigations. XRD results confirmed that the diffraction peak intensity from (510) facet of
χ-Fe5C2 phase strengthened with increasing K loading, which indicates the crystallite size of χ-Fe5C2

increased with the increase in K contents either during the syngas reduction/carburization procedure
or after FTS reaction. H2-TPH results indicated that more reactive surface carbon (alpha-carbon)
was obtained over the higher K samples pre-carburized by syngas. Raman spectra illustrated that
a greater proportion of graphitic carbon was accumulated over the surface of spent samples with
higher K loading. At the same time, ATR-FTIR, XRD and Mössbauer spectra (MES) characterization
results showed that a relatively higher level of bulk phase Fayalite (Fe2SiO4) species was observed
discernibly in the lowest K loading sample (2.3 K%) in this work. The catalytic evaluation results
showed that the CO conversion, CO2 selectivity and O/P (C2–C4) ratio increased progressively with
the increasing K loading, whereas a monotonic decline in both CO conversion and O/P (C2–C4) ratio
was observed on the highest K loading sample during c.a. 280 h of TOS.

Keywords: potassium (K); loading effects; precipitated iron-based catalyst; iron–silica interaction;
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

1. Introduction

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) has widely been considered a viable route for con-
verting syngas (H2+CO) derived from carbon-containing non-petroleum resources (e.g.,
coal, natural gas, biomass, etc.) into transportation fuels and/or other useful chemicals [1].
Precipitated iron-based catalysts are preferable for FTS reactions, which shows the charac-
teristics of high activity, feed flexibility (H2/CO = 0.5~2.5), a wider temperature window
for process operation (230~350 ◦C) and cheaper precursor materials [2,3].

Iron-based FTS catalyst is well known as an industrially applicable multi-component
embodiment, among which potassium is the most important electronic promoter [4,5].
Many researchers have been exploring its effects on physical/textural properties, reduction
and carburization degree, and the catalytic performance of the precipitated iron-based
catalyst [6–11]. Potassium (K) causes an increase in crystallite size and a decrease in the
BET surface area. With the increase in the potassium content, the reduction of the Fe/Mn
catalyst was retarded due to the strong interaction of iron oxide with potassium oxide [6].
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In addition, the effects of potassium on facilitating CO-dissociative adsorption [6,8], weak-
ening/suppressing H2 adsorption and dissociation [8,12,13], and strengthening Fe–C bond
have well been interpreted by electronic effects. C.H. Bartholomew et al. [11] investigated
the FT reaction and deactivation kinetics based on unpromoted and potassium-promoted
iron catalysts. The author proposed a deactivation model involving parallel paths, i.e., si-
multaneous conversion of (a) atomic carbon to polymeric to graphitic carbon and (b) active
carbon-rich carbides to inactive carbon-poor carbides. The activation energy for the de-
activation of Fe/K was consistent with the atomic-to-polymeric conversion being rate-
determining, while that for Fe may be involved in the conversion of either polymeric to
graphitic carbon and/or of active carbides to inactive carbides as the rate-determining step.
It was also reported that [9], in the case of a catalyst that is unpromoted or not K-promoted
enough, the deactivation is attributable to the oxidation of iron carbide (χ-Fe5C2) into
Fe3O4, while the deactivation rate was related to carbon deposition in terms of the catalysts
with excessive K loading, which could embed iron carbide particles and cause the site
blocking. Nevertheless, most of the above-mentioned research as executed over the iron
catalyst without silica (SiO2) incorporation.

SiO2 has been considered as a proper structural promoter for iron-based catalysts [4].
The formula 100Fe/5Cu/4.2K/25SiO2 from Ruhrchemie A. G. in Germany [14] was one
of the classical recipes, which acts as the basic formula of precipitated iron-based FTS
catalysts, has been widely used as a benchmark for basic research and industrial catalyst
development [15–18]. In the research works related to SiO2-incorporation effects, some
works have indicated that its promotion of the attrition property, FTS activity/stability
and selectivity/hydrocarbon productivity of Fe catalyst seemed to some extent to exhibit
contrary correlation [19,20]. These complicated effects of silica over catalyst performance
have usually been attributed to the interaction between iron and SiO2 or potassium and
the structural promoter. Actually, the iron hydroxide/oxyhydroxide formed during the
precipitation usually possesses a large number of coordinated unsaturated sites (CUSs),
which may interact with SiO2 via a hydrolysis reaction of surface hydroxyl groups between
them to induce Fe–O–Si bonds [3,21,22]. This kind of interaction of Fe–O–Si was reported
to result in the retardation of iron oxide reduction/carburization [23], strengthening of C,
O adsorption on iron sites [3,22], lowering of CO converting activity [21] and so on. In
addition, several works have proposed that there may also be an interaction between K
and structural promoter SiO2 besides Fe–SiO2 interaction [20,23,24]. The authors observed
decreased FTS activity with increasing SiO2 contents in Fe/Cu/K/SiO2 catalysts and pos-
tulated that the increased support suppressed potassium basicity or its promotional effects.
However, which kind of impacts potassium shows in turn toward Fe–SiO2 interaction, as
well as how the potassium loading level affects the Fe–O–Si phase evolution and catalytic
performance of silica incorporated in Fe/Cu/K catalysts, have scarcely been reported.

In this paper, precipitated Fe/Cu/K/SiO2 FTS catalysts, the bulk structure of which
shows the characteristic of ferrihydrite (FH), were prepared with different potassium
loadings at an identical content of other components and subjected to an FTS performance
test in a fixed-bed reactor (FBR). Physico-chemical properties, bulk and surface structures
and phase evolution of as-prepared/used catalysts, as well as the reduction/carburization
behavior of fresh samples, were characterized by multiple techniques, including BET,
IR(ATR), ex and in situ XRD, XPS, Raman spectra, Mössbauer spectroscopy (MES) and H2-
TPR, H2-TPH. The obtained results are intended to provide new insight into potassium’s
effects on SiO2-incorporated iron-based catalysts, the structure–performance relationship
of which has been reported to be governed mainly by the iron–silica interaction.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Effect of K Loading on Fe–O–Si Interaction

BET surface area, as well as pore volume of the four fresh precursors, decreased
from 221.7 (Lab-1) to 200.4 (Lab-4) m2/g, and from 0.51 to 0.44 cm3/g as the K loading
level increased from 2.3% to 7%, while the average pore diameter remained essentially
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unchanged. These results are similar to those reported in the literature without or with
SiO2 incorporation [6,25].

XRD illustrated that all samples show a broadened diffraction peak in the 2θ range at
around 35◦ and 63◦, corresponding to a characteristic pattern of an FH diffraction [26,27]
(see Figure 1). The diffraction pattern is so broad and the intensities of all four samples are
basically identical to each other, which indicates that the crystallite of those iron oxides in
all samples was so highly dispersed that they were hard to differentiate precisely by the
powder-diffraction technique. The size diameter of a synthetic FH crystallite was reported
to be very small [27,28].
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Figure 1. XRD pattern of the calcined precursor samples.

The ATR-FTIR spectra of fresh samples are depicted in Figure 2. There are several weak
bands observed in the 400–800 cm−1 spectral range, and one broad and stronger absorption
peak in the ranges 800–1200 cm−1 over each sample, while the IR spectrum above 1200 cm−1

is almost featureless. The bands in the lower wave-number range (less than 750 cm−1) were
attributed to Fe-O and Fe-OH stretching or lattice vibrations [29–31]. Two weak peaks here,
one at 551 cm−1 and another at c.a. 690 cm−1, are therefore characteristic adsorption bands
of low crystalline FH [30]. It can be further observed, interestingly, that the position of
the maximum of the most intense absorption peak shifts from 978 cm−1 toward 945 cm−1

(red shift: 978–>966–>951–>945 cm−1) in parallel with the increasing K loading, whereas
the other bands at 400–750 cm−1 remain unaffected (Figure 2b). The positions of the weak
peaks below 750 cm−1 are identical among four samples, which indicates that Fe-O bonding
vibration [26] was barely affected by the variation of K loading.

The band with the absorption peak at approx. 970 cm−1 can be indicative of a silica-
rich Fe–O–Si or Fe–O–Si group in a local-composition environment with a lower Fe/Si
ratio [22,32–34]. Eric van Steen et al. [22] studied nano-sized iron oxides with different levels
of contents of surface silicate groups with an inverse approach and reported the absorption
bands in the region of 870–1020 cm−1 to be typically ascribed to the Fe–O–Si stretching
frequency, while the one at 940–952 cm−1 was ascribed to a bidentate ((=FeO)2-Si(OH)2) [35].
The author observed a blue shift in the band region that stepped across 940–952 cm−1, and
attributed it to a change from tridentate to bidentate to monodentate bonding of the surface
silanol group. M.S. Seehra et al. [27] investigated synthetic ferrihydrite nanoparticles
doped with Si and observed a considerable IR band shift in frequency from the position
at 870 cm−1 for 2Si% (FH based) to its location at ~1000 cm−1 for 50Si% (FH based) in
parallel with an increasing trend of silicate contents. Furthermore, according to the study
of Peter J. Swedlund’s group [35], the maximum IR absorbance at the lowest Si surface
concentrations for H2SiO4 in FH suspension occurred at 945 cm−1, and this spectral feature
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has been attributed to a monomeric silicate surface species. Based on the above literature
summary, those peaks, located at 945–978 cm−1, are securely ascribed to the Fe–O–Si
stretching frequency, and the IR absorbance band with higher frequency is indicative of
silica-rich Fe–O–Si. The red shift observed here could be attributed to the gradual decrease
in both the surface silicate concentration and the Fe–O–Si interaction [36,37] in parallel with
the increasing trend of K loading, even though the IR band shift is in a narrow range. That
is, the higher the K loading in the sample, the lower the probability and extent of iron–silica
interaction, which can be considered the consequence of the strengthened interruption of
potassium towards the overall interaction. Therefore, the introduction of potassium and its
loading content play important roles in Fe–O–Si.
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Figure 2. ATR-FTIR spectra of fresh calcined samples: (a) full spectra range with 400–4000 cm−1;
(b) spectra range with 400–1200 cm−1).

The reduction behavior of fresh samples in an H2 atmosphere was investigated by TPR
(see Figure 3). H2-TPR profiles roughly present two reduction curves [38]: a distinct sharp
peak in the 185~285 ◦C temperature range represents the superposition of the reduction
peak from iron (Fe3+) oxide toward lower-valanced iron species, mainly magnetite (Fe3O4),
which also overlaps with that from CuO to Cu [10,25], and a prolonged weaker peak situ-
ated at 340~740 ◦C corresponds to the reduction process of Fe3O4 to α-Fe [16,21,25,39,40].
According to the literature, the reduction in pure Fe2O3 [25] or Fe/SiO2 [3,22] in the ab-
sence of CuO will occur at a temperature higher than about 300 ◦C, but it will markedly
shift down to a lower reduction temperature range (215–280 ◦C) with the co-existence of
CuO [25]. The latter process can also be divided into two parts: one with easier reduction
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of Fe3O4 to α-Fe and the other with a harder reduction of Fe3O4 to metallic iron possibly
via FeO or non-stoichiometric Fe2+ to α-Fe, which is mainly caused by the interference of
iron–silica interaction over Fe–O–Si [21]. It is obvious (see Figure 3) that the first reduc-
tion peak shifts toward a higher temperature (227–>245–>252–>254 ◦C). This is indicative
that the higher K level inhibits the reduction process of catalyst from Fe3+ oxide towards
lower-valanced iron species (first step of reduction), whereas the end temperature of the
second reduction peak moves apparently toward a lower-temperature zone with increased
K loading, which seemed to facilitate the reduction of Fe3O4 (or perhaps through other
types of Fe2+ species as an intermediate to metallic iron).
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Figure 3. Temperature programmed reduction profiles of the calcined samples.

As the K content increased, the first step of reduction was restrained, which can
easily be understood by the inhibitory effects of strongly alkaline potassium towards the
dissociation and adsorption of H2 and the strengthened Fe-O bond. This was evidenced
by the H2 consumption in the TPR procedure (see Table 1 and Figure 4). It can be seen
from the table that the H2 consumed in the first peak lowered from 0.27 mol H2/mol Fe
(Lab-1) down to 0.218 mol H2/mol Fe (Lab-4). All of these H2 uptakes in the first peak (a
little bit higher than the theoretical value of Fe3+ oxide to Fe3O4: 0.16–0.17 mol H2/mol Fe;
lower than that of Fe3+ oxide to FeO: 0.5 mol H2/mol Fe) implies that (1) the first reduction
pattern is safely attributable to the reduction of Fe3+ oxide toward the lower-valanced iron
species (mainly Fe3O4); (2) the first reduction process also involves the parts of an in-depth
reduction of Fe3+, which is prevented or stabilized by the iron–silica interaction [36].

However, the classical electron-donating theory can hardly explain the case of the
second step of reduction, which appeared to be accelerated. It is clear from Figure 3 and
Table 1 that there is relatively higher H2 consumption, which requires a high temperature
above 570 ◦C in the Lab-1 sample, less in Lab-2 and Lab-3, and negligible in the highest K-
loading samples. It is reasonable to assume the higher K loading should degrade the intact
interaction between iron and silica, so as to decrease or eliminate the induction of the hardly
reducible iron species. Furthermore, the lower-valanced iron species besides magnetite
with non-reducibility at temperatures below 300 ◦C, together with all of the residual iron
species in higher K-loading samples, were reduced at a relatively lower temperature (less
than 570 ◦C) in this study. Furthermore, the infrared spectrum mentioned above showed
that the corresponding absorption band of Fe–O–Si vibration showed a “red shift” with
increased K content, which can be attributed to the increased potassium weakening the
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bonding or coordination status between iron and silica. Thus, the increase in K loading in
the Fe/Cu/K/SiO2 catalyst induced the weakening of Fe–O–Si interaction.

Table 1. Quantitative results of H2 consumption for the catalysts in the H2-TPR procedure.

Sample Peak Peak Centre, ◦C
H2 Consumption, mol H2/mol Fe

Fe% in First Peak
Single Total

Lab-1
I 226.8 0.27

1.42
19.11

II 589.9 0.6 /
III 629.4 0.55 /

Lab-2
I 245.3 0.24

1.23
19.83

II 579.1 0.858 /
III 635.3 0.125 /

Lab-3
I 252.3 0.237

1.1
21.42

II 558.3 0.868 /

Lab-4
I 253.8 0.218

1.01
21.54

II 526.0 0.792 /
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XPS data revealed further that the distinct interaction between iron and silica is
affected apparently by potassium loading (Figure 5). As can be seen from the figure, the
Fe2p binding energy of Lab-1 sample (the lowest K content) is 711.6 eV, and then the
binding energy gradually decreases with the increase in K loading. This is due to the Fe–O–
Si interaction in the sample being weakened by increasing K content, which is consistent
with the results obtained by ATR-FTIR and H2-TPR. The electronic structure of the surface
from the XPS result shows that the Fe–O–Si interaction in the low K loading (e.g., Lab-1)
sample is stronger, indicating that its electrons are difficult to excite, while the binding
energy of Fe2p on the sample with higher K is lower. It is noticeable that the binding energy
of the catalyst with even the highest K loading is still higher than the typical binding energy
of silica-free Fe2O3 (710.5 eV) reported in the literature [3], showing the silica species on
the surface of all four samples [3,41], and it may further implied that the coating of an
iron-based Fe/Cu/SiO2 catalyst with potassium will just weaken the iron–silica interaction
instead of eradicate it.
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Indeed, the iron–silica interaction in the precipitated iron-based catalyst is subtle.
The participation of silica in precipitated iron catalyst is usually small (25% by mass in
the typical recipe), so the silica species could not possibly interact directly with each of
the iron atoms in the entire catalyst to induce the Fe-O-Si covalent bonding. However, it
was documented that there should be a remote interaction between iron and silica, which
was reflected by the continuously increasing electron-deficient state of iron caused by the
increasing content of SiO2 in the Fe/SiO2 binary model catalyst [3]. In the author’s work,
with increasing content of SiO2 from 0 to 50%, the binding energy of Fe3p increased in a
stepwise manner. However, the electrons in the Fe2p core level closer to the nuclei should
hardly be more excited. Thus, the decreasing binding energy of Fe2p with the increase in K
loading should imply a weakened iron–silica interaction.

2.2. Effects of K Loading on Carburization of Catalysts

In situ XRD measurements were carried out to study the phase transformation of
fresh samples during syngas reduction. XRD patterns at different reduction durations
are shown in Figure 6. With the progress of reduction, the crystal phase of the samples
gradually changed from FH phase to iron-carbide phase (χ-Fe5C2, the only detectable iron
carbide species from XRD), and the crystallite size of χ-Fe5C2 calculated by (510) facet was
remarkable with an increased K content.
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Figure 6. In situ XRD pattern of calcined samples during syngas reduction procedure (H2/CO = 20,
from an ambient temperature up to 260 ◦C, and maintained at 260 ◦C).

The reactivity of iron carbide as well as other carbonaceous species induced from
syngas reduction was further investigated by temperature-programmed hydrogenation
(TPH). Gaussian fitting results of the TPH spectral line are given in Figure 7, and the
attribution temperature range of carbon species is listed in Table 2. The carbon species were
assigned to carbidic carbon (atomic C), amorphous carbon, β carbon (amorphous surface
methyl chains or films) and bulk carbide carbon based on the previous literature [42,43].
The first two kinds of carbon (carbidic and amorphous), the hydrogenation temperature
of which is below 390 ◦C, can also be recognized as alpha-carbon (alpha-C) [17]. None of
graphite carbon, the hydrogenation temperature of which should be above 700 ◦C [42–44],
was detected in the TPH profiles of the pre-carburized samples. The figure shows that the
hydrogenation end temperature of the bulk carbide carbon in the Lab-1 sample reaches
c.a. 700 ◦C, which is comparable to that of other samples, decrease with the increase in
K loading. This may indicate that the bulk carbide carbon in the samples with higher K
content can be hydrogenated at a lower temperature, as the peak temperature increases in
the order of decreasing reactivity with H2 [43]. It has been reported that the addition of
silica largely changes the adsorption sites of the iron-based catalysts, which can improve
the adsorption strengths of H, C, and O on reduced or carburized catalysts [3].

It is noteworthy that the more K content in the sample, the more carbidic carbon
(atomic carbon) is formed over it (see Table 3). It was reported that alpha-carbon is highly
reactive and essential to FTS reactions to some extent [42]. Thus, the relationship of alpha-
carbon and bulk carbide carbon with K loading is plotted in Figure 8. The relative content
of alpha-carbon increased proportionally with the increasing K loading, while that of bulk
carbide carbon was decreased.
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Figure 7. Peak splitting and fitting of H2-TPH profiles of the four catalyst samples (color correspon-
dance by, red: carbidic carbon; black: amorphous carbon; green: β carbon; blue: bulk carbon 1;
purple: bulk carbon 2; brown: bulk carbon 3).

Table 2. Attributed temperature of carbon species corresponding to the surface reaction of the
H2-TPH process over catalysts with different potassium loading.

Sample
TPH Peak Temperature, ◦C

Carbidic C Amorphous C β-C Bulk C1 Bulk C2 Bulk C3

Lab-1 324 385 446 504 552 625
Lab-2 312 365 / 523 562 624
Lab-3 319 385 / 473 544 /
Lab-4 319 373 / 470 540 /

Table 3. Relative contents of carbonaceous species calculated from the corresponding peak area of
Gaussian fitting of H2-TPH patterns over the catalysts with a different potassium loading.

Sample
Carbon Species Assignment and Relative Percentage, %

Carbidic C Amorphous C β-C Bulk C1 Bulk C2 Bulk C3 Total
Bulk C

Lab-1 4.53 5.44 16.33 5.07 27.89 40.74 73.63
Lab-2 25.99 5.12 / 29.61 32.94 6.34 68.89
Lab-3 41.67 11.67 / 16.02 30.64 / 46.66
Lab-4 49.91 11.2 / 29.25 9.64 / 38.89
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2.3. Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Performance

The FTS performance of the four catalysts is illustrated in Figure 9. The initial activity
increased progressively with increasing K loading. This might be attributed to the fact
that increased reactive carbon can be achieved over the higher K loading samples after
syngas reduction (see Figure 8). However, the deactivation of high K loading (Lab-4) was
especially evident after approx. 150 h of TOS, and its activity decreased monotonically
thereafter, dropping evenly to a lower level than that of Lab-3. In contrast, the activity of
the remaining three samples was rather stable with TOS.
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Figure 9. Variation of CO conversion with time on stream over the samples (Reaction conditions:
FBR, H2/CO = 1.5, 2.3 MPa, 235 ◦C; Activation: H2/CO = 20, 260 ◦C, 24 h).

Carbon deposition over spent samples was characterized by Raman spectroscopy, and
the results are given in Figure 10. The Raman spectrum of the graphite shows, respectively,
a sharp band (G-band) and a broad band (D-band) at 1580 and 1360 cm−1. It is shown that
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the intensities of both the G-band and the D-band were strengthened with the increasing
K contents (see inset pattern in Figure 10). The calculated ratio of I(D)/I(G) was in the
range of 0.51–0.56, which is closer to the value of standard graphite materials reported in
the literature [45]. Even though the I(D)/I(G) ratio is a little bit higher than the standard
graphite material (0.37), the relatively higher I(G) to I(D) in the higher K loading may
imply that the deposition of graphitic carbon was higher for the higher K loading samples.
It has been reported that the deposition of graphite-like inert carbon over the catalyst
surface gives rise to the deactivation of iron catalysts, especially the K-promoted one [9,11].
However, the results from the Raman spectra may be insufficiently responsible for the
faster deactivation rate observed over the Lab-4 sample, which cannot explain the best
stability in Lab-3.
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Figure 10. Raman spectra of four spent catalysts. The inset pattern is the intensity of the D band
(I(D)) and G band (I(G)) plotted with potassium loading.

The CO2 and CH4 selectivity of the catalysts are shown in Figure 11. Similar to the
CO conversion activity, the corresponding CO2 selectivity of the sample with higher K is
also higher, which seems likely to coincide with the theory of the electron-donating effect
of the K promoter. However, it is noteworthy that the CO2 selectivity did not decrease
proportionally with the decline in the CO-conversion activity of Lab-4 (7.0 K%), which
indicates that the declining activity of Lab-4 (after approx. 150 h) is mainly due to the loss
of FTS reaction performance. This was further manifested by the olefin-to-paraffin ratio in
the hydrocarbon products.

Figure 12 shows the olefin-to-paraffin ratio (O/P) in the C2–C4 section. It is clear from
the figure that, with the increase in K loading, the O/P ratio increased in a stepwise manner
during the initial periods of the FTS reaction, where the maximum value approached
approximately 3.5 for the highest loading (Lab-4). However, the O/P ratio over this
sample decreased obviously after approx. 150 h TOS, which coincides with the decline
in CO conversion. Combined with the methane selectivity, the lower K loading samples
exhibited a higher hydrogenation activity, which easily acquires the chain terminals of
the hydrocarbon products during FTS. The effects of K hindering H2 dissociation and
adsorption on iron-based catalysts have been reported [8]. This evidence implies that, even
though the increase in K content is beneficial to increasing the olefin/paraffin ratio in the
early stages of FTS reaction, a steady-state conversion activity is more important.
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Figure 12. Olefin-to-paraffin ratio in the C2–C4 section with time in-stream over the samples (reaction
conditions: FBR, 2.3 MPa, 235 ◦C; Activation: H2/CO = 20, 260 ◦C, 24 h).

2.4. Characterization of Spent Catalyst Samples

The chemical structures of the four spent samples was also investigated by ATR-FTIR
(see Figure 13). The infrared spectra of the samples changed noticeably compared with
those of the fresh precursors (see Figure 2). The common point is that the absorption peak
of the Fe-O bonding with the characteristic of low-crystalline FH located at 400–750 cm−1

becomes more obvious. One visible shoulder peak at ~717 cm−1 emerged, which is the
absorption band of the Fe-O in the FH [26], at the expense of the shoulder peak located at
690 cm−1 in fresh precursors. The intensity of the strong absorption peak corresponding
to Fe–O–Si in the FH structure at 800–1200 cm−1 is relatively weak, and all of the wave-
number of the main peak maxima are centered at ~945 cm−1. The difference is that in the
spectrum of Lab-1, the peak intensity (551 cm−1) caused by Fe-O absorption is significantly
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stronger than that of the other three samples, and a new strong band was observed at
~866 cm−1. The strengthened peak intensity of Lab-1 at 551 cm−1 implies that a greater
Fe-O bond emerged in the chemical structure of the spent catalyst sample. Meanwhile,
according to the literature, an absorption band with the characteristic of a pure Fayalite
(Fe2SiO4) occurs at an IR frequency of 870 cm−1 [33,46]. Therefore, the adsorption band
here at 866 cm−1 can tentatively be assigned to Fe2SiO4. It can be envisaged that after c.a.
280 h of FTS reaction, the infrared spectrum shows a characteristic peak of the SiO3

2− group
(in the range of 700–750 cm−1) in all four spent samples, while the obvious absorption peak
with the characteristic of Fe2SiO4 appears in the sample with the lowest K content, over
which the Fe2+ ion should be stabilized by the strong Fe–O–Si interaction.
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Figure 13. FTIR spectra of the spent catalysts following FTS reaction.

XRD patterns of the spent catalysts are given in Figure 14. The strong diffraction peaks
at 2θ = 36.5◦, 39.5◦, 40.3◦, 45.8, and 60.0◦ are ascribed to the diffraction of quartz beads
(SiO2) (JCPDS card 46-1045). The peaks at 40.8, 41.1, 43.4◦, 44.2◦, 45.1◦, 45.8◦, 47.3◦ and
58.3◦ can be attributed to the characteristic diffraction of Hägg carbide (χ-Fe5C2) (JCPDS
card 89-2544). As the result of searching the JCPDS databases, we found that χ-Fe5C2 is
the single iron carbide phase of four spent samples. The peaks at 30.1◦, 35.5◦, 37.1◦, 43.1◦,
53.5◦, 57.0◦ and 62.6◦ were attributed to the characteristic diffraction of Fe3O4 (JCPDS card
65-3107). Furthermore, the XRD profile of the spent Lab-1 catalyst is quite different from
the others, which shows clear characteristic diffraction at 31.7◦, 34.1◦, 34.2◦, 35.0◦, 35.9◦,
37.3◦, 39.1◦, 51.5◦ and 61.2◦. These peaks are attributed to the characteristic diffraction of
Fayalite (JCPDS card 09-0307). Evidently, a crystal-like Fayalite compound was formed in
the Lab-1 catalyst during the period of FTS reaction, but it did not show up in the other
three samples. It was reported that the formation of the ferrous silicate compound could
only be brought about when an intimate contact between the support and the iron precursor
was achieved [47]. This supports the IR and H2-TPR results from fresh precursors, where
the iron–silica interaction between Fe–O–Si is considered stronger for the sample with
lower K loading. The result is further in good accordance with the infrared spectrum results
of the spent catalysts.
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Figure 14. XRD pattern of the spent catalyst samples following FTS reaction (c.a. 280 h).

In addition, the crystallite size of χ-Fe5C2 over the spent samples in accordance with
the (510) plane and that of the fresh samples are depicted in Table 4. Apparently, the
crystallite growth of the iron carbide calculated by (510) facet was obvious in accordance
with the increasing K loading. This is consistent with the result from in situ XRD in the
syngas reduction in the fresh samples. Thus, the iron–silica interaction is evident in the
size diameter and shows that for the highest K loading sample (7 K%), the crystallite sizes
increased by a factor of four.

Table 4. The crystallite size of the fresh samples (oxide) and χ-Fe5C2 over the spent samples after
FTS reaction (c.a. 280 h).

Crystallite Size, nm

Lab-1 Lab-2 Lab-3 Lab-4
a Fresh samples <8 <8 <8 <8

b χ-Fe5C2 12 15 20 41
a: confirmed by TEM; b: calculated by an XRD signal of (510) facet.

The iron-phase composition of each of the spent catalysts was further determined by
MES at an ambient temperature. The Mössbauer spectra are shown in Figure 15. MES
parameters of various phases are deduced from the figure, and their relative contributions
to spectral absorption areas are listed in Table 5 and Figure 16. As revealed in Figure 15 and
Table 5, the MES line of each sample is the result of the superposition of at least six sub-
spectra including three doublets associated with the different iron sites. The two doublets
with 0.339 mm/s < IS < 0.3598 mm/s, 0.602 mm/s < QS < 1.147 mm/s and without magnetic
hyperfine splitting contribute to the Fe3+ sites (superparamagnetic, spm) [21,48] and the FH
phase [23,49]. More precisely, the higher and lower QS values with near-identical IS values
can be attributed to the Fe3+ ions located on the surface and in the bulk of the crystallites,
respectively [48]. The subspectra with both magnetic hyperfine splitting and quardrple
splitting, where Hhf in the range 45.59~50.23 T, contribute to the A (tetra)/B (hexa) of
two different sites of the ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 phase [3,48]. Those with 0.20 mm/s < IS
< 0.40 mm/s and 18.54 T < Hhf < 20.579 T correspond to the two different sites of the
stoichiometric iron carbide (χ-Fe5C2) [3,48,50]. The results in Table 5 and Figure 16 show
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that the relative content of the iron carbide phase (χ-Fe5C2) increased from 13.38% (Lab-1)
to 25.03% (Lab-4) with increasing K content.
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Table 5. MES spectrum analysis results of four spent catalysts with different potassium contents after
the FTS reaction.

Cat. Phases
Mossbauer Parameters Phase

Percentage (%)IS (mm·s−1) QS (mm·s−1) Hhf (T) Area (%)

Lab-1 Doublet1 Fe3+ (spm) 0.3378 0.602 / 6.16 FH: 38.45

Doublet2 Fe3+ (spm) 0.3356 1.025 / 32.29 /

Doublet3 Fe2SiO4 1.138 2.806 / 15.07 Fe2SiO4: 15.07
Mixed M+Q (1) Fe3O4 (A) 0.294 0.0075 49.98 15.78 Fe3O4: 33.1
Mixed M+Q (2) Fe3O4 (B) 0.617 −0.064 46.61 17.32 /
Mixed M+Q (3) χ-Fe5C2 0.109 −0.0656 19.009 13.38 χ-Fe5C2: 13.38

Lab-2 Doublet1 Fe3+ (spm) 0.363 0.628 / 9.19 FH: 46.86
Doublet2 Fe3+ (spm) 0.3565 1.014 / 37.67 /
Doublet3 Fe2SiO4 0.988 2.392 / 4.15 Fe2SiO4: 4.15

Mixed M+Q (1) Fe3O4 (A) 0.314 −0.0368 49.015 12.73 Fe3O4: 31.13
Mixed M+Q (2) Fe3O4 (B) 0.671 −0.0274 45.599 18.39 /
Mixed M+Q (3) χ-Fe5C2 0.1936 0.1155 18.54 17.86 χ-Fe5C2: 17.86

Lab-3 Doublet1 Fe3+ (spm) 0.345 0.695 / 14.88 FH: 35.97
Doublet2 Fe3+ (spm) 0.3598 1.147 / 21.09 /
Doublet3 Fe2SiO4 0.9594 2.354 / 8.16 Fe2SiO4: 8.15
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Table 5. Cont.

Cat. Phases
Mossbauer Parameters Phase

Percentage (%)IS (mm·s−1) QS (mm·s−1) Hhf (T) Area (%)

Mixed M+Q (1) Fe3O4 (A) 0.3089 −0.0238 50.235 21.49 Fe3O4: 37.06
Mixed M+Q (2) Fe3O4 (B) 0.6825 0.01489 46.83 15.57 /
Mixed M+Q (3) χ-Fe5C2 (I) 0.5039 0.241 20.579 7.87 χ-Fe5C2: 18.82
Mixed M+Q (4) χ-Fe5C2 (II) 0.0586 −0.1324 19.926 10.95 /

Lab-4 Doublet1 Fe3+ (spm) 0.339 0.6685 / 5.49 FH: 34.06
Doublet2 Fe3+ (spm) 0.3594 0.9918 / 28.57 /
Doublet3 Fe2SiO4 1.0144 2.2969 / 9.21 Fe2SiO4: 9.21

Mixed M+Q (1) Fe3O4 (A) 0.271 −0.06778 49.089 17.98 Fe3O4: 31.7
Mixed M+Q (2) Fe3O4 (B) 0.738 0.0879 46.539 13.72 /
Mixed M+Q (3) χ-Fe5C2 (I) 0.411 0.2115 20.525 11.91 χ-Fe5C2: 25.03
Mixed M+Q (4) χ-Fe5C2 (II) 0.04487 −0.05465 19.749 13.12 /
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Interestingly but unexpectedly, the subspectra of the remaining doublet with the char-
acteristics of Fayalie are observed in the MES spectrum of all spent samples. According to
the literature, the crystal-like structure of Fayalie (Fe2SiO4) is orthorhombic and consists of
an approximately hexagonal close-packed arrangement of the oxygen atoms, silicon occur-
ring at the tetrahedrally coordinated position, and iron located at two octahedral coordi-
nated positions and shows relatively higher IS and QS values in MES measurements [21,51].
Generally, the isomer shift for iron cations with lower oxidation states is higher, while their
different spin states could be differentiated with the help of quadruple splitting values.
There have been several research works observing these kinds of higher values. Haiyun
Suo et al. associated the subspectrum with IS = 1.33 mm/s and QS = 2.93 mm/s with crys-
talline fayalite (Fe2SiO4) [3]. In an earlier work, A.F.H. Wielers et al. reported that a direct
formation of a Fe2+ compound with MES parameters (IS = 1.22 mm/s; QS = 2.30 mm/s) is
essentially different from Fe1−xO, and it was attributed to a ferrous silicate but not a ferrous
oxide [47]. Furthermore, Yuen et al. observed, during the reduction of 1 wt% Fe/SiO2
catalyst reduced at increasingly severe conditions, two Fe2+ doublets. An inner doublet
(IS = 1.06 mm/s; QS = 0.93 ± 0.03 mm/s) was attributed to the cations of low coordination
(denoted as iron surface silicate), and an outer doublet (IS = 1.28 mm/s; QS = 1.84 mm/s)
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was ascribed to the Fe2+ cations of high coordination (present in highly dispersed iron(II)
oxide particles) [52]. Taking the overall summary of the literature into consideration, the
phase with the higher QS value (2.806 mm/s) for high spin states exists in the bulk region,
while that with lower values (2.29–2.39 mm/s) is located at or near the surface region,
thus explaining the reason why the bulk-phase Fe2+ silicate was detected only in the X-ray
diffraction over the spent sample of the Lab-1, with the exception of none of the others.

MES results revealed that in the bulk phase of the spent samples, the relative content
of iron carbide (χ-Fe5C2) was increased with increasing K loading, while a relatively higher
level of Fayalite species was observed on the lowest K-loading sample. The higher content
of the χ-Fe5C2 phase may rationalize the higher FTS activity [23]. However, it can hardly
explain the decreased activity (Figure 9) or the O/P ratio (Figure 12) of the Lab-4 sample
at the end of FTS run, since the χ-Fe5C2 phase was the only carbide phase out of all the
samples according to XRD and MES characterization. There were no other types of carbon-
poor carbides; e.g., θ-Fe3C was observed, which was proposed to be less reactive than the
χ-Fe5C2 phase, thus causing the catalyst deactivation [11]. MES results also indicate that
the magnetite phase in the spent Lab-4 was not the highest one. Instead, it is revealed by
XRD results (Figure 14 and Table 4) on spent samples that the most severe crystallite growth
was obtained for the highest K loading sample (Lab-4), which increased by a factor of four.
This should explain the highest deactivation rate observed on the highest K loading, which
could have severely decreased the active surface. Considering the results and discussion
in the foregoing section, it should originate from the K-loading effects on the Fe–O–Si
interaction. ATR, H2-TPR, and XPS results indicated that Fe–O–Si interaction was the
weakest in the Lab-4 (7 K%) sample, while it was strongest in Lab-1 (2.3 K%), whose degree
of crystallite sintering was the smallest after a long-term FTS reaction in four samples.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Materials

H2 (99.9%) and CO (99.9%) were purchased from Beijing AP BAIF gases industry Co.,
Ltd. (Beijing, China) and were desulfurized (up to <0.05 µg/g), deoxidized and dehydrated
before usage. Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, Na2CO3 and K2SiO3 were purchased
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). All chemicals were used
as received.

3.2. Catalyst Preparation

The oxide catalyst precursors were prepared by the co-precipitation method, followed
by promoter/binder addition, drying and calcination. In brief, the mixed ferric nitrate
and copper nitrate solutions with the desired Fe3+/Cu2+ ratio were co-precipitated with
sodium carbonate solution under a temperature of 70 ◦C and maintaining a pH at ~7.
The generated precursor precipitation was followed by filtering and washing. The filter
cakes were re-slurried in DI water, followed by adding a certain stoichiometric aqueous
solution of potassium silicate. The obtained slurry was divided equally into four parts
and filtered, respectively. The final filter cakes were dried at 120 ◦C overnight and then
calcined in a muffle with air at 500 ◦C for 6 h. The resulting powders were crushed and
sieved, respectively, into a diameter range of 80~150 µm before activity tests and other
characterizations. The final oxide precursor samples, of which XRF (X-ray fluorescence,
Rigaku ZSX Primus II (Tokyo, Japan)) analysis shows x K/100Fe, x = 2.3, 3.8, 5.6 and 7.0,
respectively, were denoted as Lab-1, -2, -3 and -4. The contents of Cu, and SiO2 were kept
identical in each sample.

3.3. Catalyst Characterization
3.3.1. Nitrogen Adsorption/Desorption

BET surface area and pore size distribution of catalysts were determined by nitrogen
physisorption using an Autosorb IQ (Quantachrome instrument, Boynton Beach, FL, USA).
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Each sample was degassed under vacuum at 1.43 × 10−6 MPa at 350 ◦C for 3 h prior to
each measurement.

3.3.2. X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8 Advance, Karlsruhe, German) was used to determine
the phase composition of the catalysts. Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) was used as the
X-ray source, and an electric current of 40 mA, a voltage of 40 kV, and a scanning speed of
0.30◦/min were used.

3.3.3. In Situ XRD

In situ XRD was carried out in a continuous mode on a D/max-2600/PC apparatus
(Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a D/teX ultra-high-speed detector. The X-ray
generator consisted of a Cu rotating anode target with a maximum power of 9 kW. All the
tests were operated at 150 mA and 40 kV. In situ XRD patterns were recorded in an Anton
Paar XRK-900 cell equipped with an H2/CO = 20 gas system at 260 ◦C at different duration
up to 24 h.

3.3.4. FTIR/ATR Spectra

The IR (ATR, Attenuated Total Reflectance) spectra of the samples (fresh and spent)
were acquired on an IRPrestige-21 spectrometer operating with Diamond crystal ATR
(Specac Ltd., Orpington, UK). Thirty-two scans were taken over the wave-number range of
400~4000 cm−1 for each sample with a resolution of 4 cm−1.

3.3.5. Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR)

Temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR) profiles of calcined catalysts were
recorded using an Autochem II 2920 unit (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA) equipped
with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). A sample of approx. 100 mg of catalyst was
loaded into a U-type quartz tube reactor and pre-treated by purging with argon (50 mL
(STP)/min for 40 min at 120 ◦C, after which the system was cooled down in Ar to about
40 ◦C. The gas supply was then switched to a mixture of H2/90% Ar (50 mL (STP)/min),
and the temperature was ramped to 800 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min.

3.3.6. Temperature-Programmed Hydrogenation (TPH)

Temperature-Programed Hydrogenation (TPH) was conducted in a quartz tube reactor
coupled with a mass spectrometer. Typically, 50 mg of the sample was reduced in situ and
carburized by a flow rate of 30 mL (STP)/min with H2/CO = 5 at atmospheric pressure
and 280 ◦C before the TPH experiment. During the TPH, the temperature was ramped
from room temperature to 1000 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min in 10 vol% H2/He flow (50 mL
(STP)/min in total).

3.3.7. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The sXPS experiment was recorded with a Thermo Fischer ESCALAB 250 Xi spectrom-
eter at a base pressure of 1 × 10−9 mbar. The spectra were obtained at 20 eV pass energy
with monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation. The C1s peak of adventitious carbon
(284.6 eV) was used as a reference for estimating the binding energy. The binding energies
were given with an accuracy of ±0.1 eV.

3.3.8. Raman Spectrum

LRS was obtained on LabRAM HR800 (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Palaiseau, France) us-
ing Synapse CCD as the detector and an air-cooled frequency-doubled Nd:Yag laser
(λ = 532 nm) as the laser source.
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3.3.9. Mössbauer Spectra (MES)
57Fe Mössbauer spectra were recorded at room temperature using a Topologic 500A

spectrometer with a proportional counter. 57Co (Rh) moving in constant-acceleration
mode was used as the radioactive source. The Doppler velocity of the spectrometer was
calibrated with respect to a standard α-Fe foil. The absorption thickness of the sample
was adjusted to 10 mg Fe/cm2. The analysis of the Mössbauer spectrum is based on the
Lorentz absorption curve and fitted by a computer with moss winn 4.0 software (http:
//www.mosswinn.com/english/index.html). The spectral components were identified
based on their isomer shift (IS), quadruple splitting (QS), absorption linewidth (LW) and
magnetic hyperfine fields (Hhf). The relative content of various iron phases in the catalyst
was determined by integrating the absorption peak area of each phase.

3.4. Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Performance Test
3.4.1. FTS Test in Fixed-Bed Reactor (FBR)

FTS performance of catalysts was evaluated in a fixed bed reactor and its matching
product analysis systems. A 1.5 g sample of fresh precursor catalyst (80~150 µm), mixed
with a similar size of quartz beads in a certain proportion was charged into the reactor. The
outlet of the reactor was connected with a hot trap and a cold trap at the system pressure.
After the product collectors, the pressure of the tail gas was released through a backpressure
regulator. The flow rate of the tail gas was monitored by a wet-gas flow meter.

The catalysts were pre-treated in situ at 260 ◦C for 24 h in a syngas stream (1 bar,
H2/CO = 20, 1800 mL/(g-cat·h) GHSV). The flow rate of the purified syngas was controlled
using a mass flow meter. Subsequently, the bed temperature was lowered down to about
150 ◦C, the system was pressurized to 2.3 MPa, and the syngas was adjusted H2/CO = 1.5,
3000 mL/(g-cat·h) GHSV. The reaction allowed for more than 280 h at 235 ◦C on-stream to
reach a steady state before the analysis of the effluents.

3.4.2. Product Analysis

Reactants and gas-phase products were analyzed using an online Agilent GC (6890N)
equipped with a thermo conductivity detector (TCD) and a Chromosorb column. The
heavy hydrocarbon products were analyzed using an offline GC (Agilent 1260) with a
flame-ionization detector (FID) and a fused silica capillary column.

4. Conclusions

The physical-chemical structural evolution, phase transformation and FTS catalytic
behavior of precipitated Fe/Cu/K/SiO2 catalysts with four different potassium loading
levels were investigated. ATR-FTIR results showed the formation of the Fe–O–Si structure
in fresh precursors. This kind of iron–silica interaction was weakened with an increase
in K loading, which was evidenced by an apparent “red shift” over the peak maxima of
Fe–O–Si infrared spectra, a step-wise lowering of a peak temperature corresponding to
Fe3O4 reduction to α-Fe, and a clear decreasing Fe2p binding energy observed, respectively,
as a consequence of ATR-FTIR, H2-TPR and XPS investigation. The obvious retardation
of the second reduction process observed on the lower K sample indicated that a stronger
Fe–O–Si interaction was formed, and it appeared to stabilize the Fe2+. The marked shift
toward the lower-end temperature of the second reduction peak occurred on the samples
with a rising K loading indicating the acceleration of the Fe3O4 reduction to the metallic iron
(α-Fe). Obviously, this was the result of weakened iron–silica interaction affected by higher
K content. The H2-TPH experiment revealed that a greater proportion of reactive surface
carbon (atomic and amorphous) was obtained with increasing K loading, while the iron
carbide (χ-Fe5C2) phase in the samples with lower K loading was restrained and stabilized
by the stronger iron–silica interaction between iron and silica from hydrogenation. In
situ XRD results showed that the crystallite size of χ-Fe5C2 calculated by (510) facet was
remarkable with the increased K content.

http://www.mosswinn.com/english/index.html
http://www.mosswinn.com/english/index.html
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In the fixed-bed reactor, the higher K loading sample is intended to expose a higher CO
conversion activity and a higher O/P (C2–C4) ratio, which might be attributed to the fact
that the increased reactive surface carbon (alpha-carbon) can be achieved over the higher K
loading samples after syngas reduction. After the FTS reaction, the Raman spectra showed
a greater proportion of graphitic carbon intended to accumulate on the higher K sample,
which may be insufficiently responsible for the high deactivation observed over the Lab-4
(7 K%) sample. MES results revealed that the relative content of the iron carbide (χ-Fe5C2)
phase was increased with increasing K loading, while highly dispersed/stabilized Fe2+

ions; structurally Fayalite (Fe2SiO4) compound, which was also detected by ATR-FTIR; and
XRD characterizations were observed both in the bulk and surface region of the lowest K
loading (2.3 K%) sample. The iron–silica interaction was evident in the size diameter and
showed that the crystallite sizes increased by a factor of four for the 7 K% sample after
long-term FTS reaction, which rationalized the high deactivation obtained.
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